
3 HOUR CLASS 

Lucky Penny Wallet Kit 

Have fun making this beautiful wallet out of cork or faux leather! Perfect for you or makes a great gift.  

You could also add a gift card to the ID slot.  

I’m Martha Westerberg and I love Cork!  I’ve been sewing with cork for several years and I am excited to 

show you how to make bags or wallets using cork.  People sometimes have cork-phobia but it is sooo 

easy to sew!  No raveling, but pin holes will show so we will use wonder clips. 

Cork is fun to sew and there are so many beautiful bags, and home décor to make. The possibilities are 

endless! 

The Lucky Penny Wallet by Sallie Tomato has two slip pockets, six card slots and one ID holder.   

-  We will be adding one 7” zipper {or two 7” zippers if you want to).  Choose #3 zippers 

-  You will also be adding a coordinating lining of your choice – a small piece the size of the back of 

wallet 

- You will attach the lining with Wonder Under or glue.  This will add sturdiness and color behind 

the slot.  

Kits with precut cork are available for purchase at Sewing Concepts, or you can buy cork or faux leather 

from Sewing Concepts. 20% discount on supplies you purchase for the class. 

I recommend you NOT use the legacy faux leather for your first lucky penny wallet because it stretches 

making it more difficult to sew. 

We will start promptly at 10 AM so please arrive early enough that your sewing machine is set up, 

threaded and ready to go! 

 

Supply list 

ALL PATTERN PIECES MUST BE CUT PRIOR TO CLASS 

Sewing machine in good working order with new needle 

Zipper foot for your machine 

Wonder clips 

Chalk or removable marking pen 

Seam ripper 

Scissors  

Thread/bobbin to match your fabric and cork 

ALSO NEEDED – one or two 7” zippers size 3 

                              Lining fabric to coordinate with your cork. Faux leather 

                              Wonder Under same size as lining to attach lining to cork 

               


